
HOMES WITH THE 
‘WOW’ FACTOR
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Kerbside appeal and lifestyle advantages aside, contemporary architectural 
properties have become must-have investments. Laura Lovett asks why

RICHARD ROGERS 
British-Italian architect 

Rogers’s glittering 

career started with a 

collaborative project 

with Renzo Piano on 

the Pompidou Centre 

in Paris, and has gone 

on to shape London’s 

skyline including 

the Lloyd’s building, 

Millennium Dome, 

Heathrow’s Terminal 

5 and One Hyde 

Park. His trademark 

‘inside out’ approach 

exposes most of a 

building’s services on 

the exterior, leaving 

the internal spaces 

uncluttered.
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Architect ۺዾ: Richard Rogers 
Built ۺα :ͫ 1968
Size ᅢ3,142 :ࠍ sqft ̡ ʿߜʯ

Bedrooms ָ ං: 6ං
Wow factor ሒᒨ: On the market for the first 
time since it was built, Rogers designed this 
house for his parents. One of a very small 
number of Modern houses that have been 
given a Grade II listing by English Heritage, 
Rogers has said it is, “the most successful 
small project I have been involved in”.
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www.themodernhouse.net

ROGERS HOUSE,
LONDON
Wimbledon, SW19 ࠷ใ̠ན

Price ძࣟ: £3.2 million  ���ຒߜᔦ
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ROBERT 
MALLET-STEVENS
Though historically 

overshadowed by his 

famous contemporary 

Le Corbusier, Robert 

Mallet-Stevens was 

one of the most 

influential early 

modernists and 

created many art 

deco masterpieces 

in his home city of 

Paris. He ordered 

that his archive be 

destroyed after his 

death, meaning 

that his works have 

only recently been 

rediscovered
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Properties that stand out, that offer a true ‘wow’ 
factor are intrinsically rare. The lucky owners of 
these modern masterpieces live their lives in spaces 

with a zen purity; all floor-to-ceiling glass windows; with 
a summer breeze drifting through an open terrace straight 
into an open-plan living room. Once one has experienced 
this aesthetic, the everyday home must feel prosaic, like 
putting on an off the peg suit once you’re used to the 
perfection of made-to-measure. They are also a clean slate; 
all those sharp angles and bright white spaces give a feeling 
of lightness unfettered by decades of history. 

“People will pay a premium for something that is 
new and bespoke. Properties that are in absolutely niche 
locations, that have the very best in interior and exterior 
design and services that enhance the lifestyle of the 
individual, attract enormous premiums, as much as 50 
per cent at the very top end of the market.” Says Adam 
Keville of Stacks Property Search, a highly regarded British 
search and acquisition agency. “People talk about their 
properties, and their provenance, as much as they would 
about a piece of art, a car, or a yacht. High profile wow 
factor has immense cachet.”
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Architect ۺዾ: Robert Mallet-Stevens
Built ۺα :ͫ 1936
Size ᅢ1,800 :ࠍ sqft ̡ ʿߜʯ

Bedrooms ָ ං: 1 ං
Wow factor ሒᒨ: Occupying a prized corner 
location on a street featuring five of the 
architects’ designs, this spawling studio was 
built for twin brothers and prolific sculp-
tors Jan and Joël Martel. Little has changed 
in the intervening 86 years and the sunlit 
loft-style house, which is constructed on 
multiple levels, is now classified as a histori-
cal monument.
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www.daniel-feau.com

16TH, PARIS
Rue Mallet Stevens, Auteuil ɦ ቭɊʒਂ

Price ძࣟ: !2.6 million  ���ຒᅩᖓ

“People talk about their properties, and their provenance,  
as much as they would about a piece of art, a car, or a yacht”
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Good design should also be functional. We do not live 
the way that our ancestors designed homes to be created 
and contemporary architecture is not only aesthetically 
pleasing but also highly practical. Taking ‘how we live’ is 
the primary consideration for architects when creating 
these show-stopping properties. Contemporary spaces 
are typically light-filled, with floor layouts that flow 
seamlessly from one to another, with majestic wide 
panoramas that literally ‘bring the outside in’.  

In the UK, modern properties have traditionally been 
more difficult to sell than those from the Victorian and 
Georgian eras. The Modern House, founded by Matt 
Gibberd and Albert Hill, has turned this on its head 
by only offering the best examples of provenance and 
collectability from the 1920s to present day, and of these 
only the most exceptional examples. What sets them apart 
from other agencies is their innate understanding of a 
building’s construction. Both trainined as architects and 
followed this with a period working as journalists at  
World of Interiors and Wallpaper magazines respectively. 
“Buyers come to us because they want the qualities of 
space and natural light that only a modern house can 
provide,” says Gibberd. 

Some of the world’s most famous architect designed 
houses, from the likes of Frank Lloyd-Wright, Alden B 
Dow and Frank Gehry, command a premium as these 

FRANK GEHRY From 

the titanium-covered 

Guggenheim Museum 

in Bilbao to the Walt 

Disney Concert Hall in 

Los Angeles, Gehry’s 

astonishing structures 

have become tourist 

attractions due to their 

beautiful complexity. 

Vanity Fair has call-

ed him, “the most 

important architect 

of our age,” and he is 

considered by many 

to be the definitive 

architect of the 20th 

century.
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Architect ۺዾ: Frank Gehry  
Built ۺα :ͫ 1989
Size ᅢ11,413 :ࠍ sqft ̡ ʿߜʯ

Bedrooms ָ ං: 6 ං
Wow factor ሒᒨ: Sitting on a rare 160-foot lot 
on Malibu’s coveted Broad Beach, this dra-
matic structure is a signature Gehry design. 
As one of the area’s largest beach houses 
it sports a full sized tennis court, swimming 
pool and huge outdoor entertaining spaces. 
ђໃכԈ̠˥Ɂྒఔ˞ұؿBroad Beachȹٽ
eࣟࠓؿˮஉ߮ޜɐc˿˞ݒΔؿʯߜ160
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www.hiltonhyland.com

THE BORMAN  
ESTATE, MALIBU
Broad Beach Road ਝ˱ή

Price ძࣟ: US$57.5 million  ������ຒʏ
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PAUL-FRÉDÉRIC 
GOUX 
Influenced by 1950s 

California, French 

architect Frédéric-

Paul Goux’s style 

has made him the 

go-to designer 

for architectural 

properties on the 

French Riviera. 

His last three villas 

between St Tropez 

and Cap Ferrat have 

each been valued at 

!60m.
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properties are regarded as a collector’s item much like 
art and become true trophy properties. Over the years 
the company has sold an early example of Minimalism 
designed by John Pawson in London’s Chelsea, an all-
black apartment in King’s Cross by David Adjaye, and 
the only house in Britain designed by Marcel Breuer. 
“The awareness of Modernist architecture in Britain has 
increased massively in the ten years we have been running 
our agency, “ he says, adding, “If the architect of the 
property is particularly well-known, then this can certainly 
influence the decision-making of the buyer.”

Historically, London properties have been revered 
for their architectural legacy, but buyers seeking out 
something more unique are on the up. Nick Crayson, MD 
of Crayson estate agents says, “London is row upon row 
of period stucco and brick. There is a massive shortage of 
funky modern architecture in the centre of our City. With 
a huge increase in foreign buyers there is more demand 
than ever for landmark property that stands out.”

However, these properties are not only in London, 
and John Hagelin, director of Modern Homes Worldwide, 
who’s portfolio includes sleek apartments and villas in 
Thailand, Ibiza and Costa Rica says, “There is a growing 
group of discerning buyers to whom a house will always be 
judged on architectural merit, as the sum of its stunningly 
proportioned spaces, clean lines, attention to details and 
aesthetic quality.”

When it comes to living your days in a property that 
looks and feels like something from a holiday brochure,  
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Architect ۺዾ: Frédéric-Paul Goux 
Built ۺα :ͫ 2010
Size ᅢ5,382 :ࠍ sqft ̡ ʿߜʯ

Bedrooms ָ ං: 3 ං
Wow factor ሒᒨ: Nestled in a 19,200 sqft  
landscaped garden planted with palm trees, 
cactus and olive trees and overlooking a vast 
infinity pool, this large sunlit villa is a lesson  
in indoor-outdoor living. 
ᆚሡΕȹࠍዶ༠19,200̡ϝؿౡ٦්ɻ̕c්ʑ༧
౺౫ᕭኹd˦ɁుኺᜩኹcԎ˿ࠝ᐀۩̔ؿಲᖾ؈
ϑcڋעᄖౖؿПྎੀ۩ʑၤ۩̔́ݠጪכȹe

www.beauchampestates.com

CASA LILY,  
SAINT TROPEZ
Biot, France ؒ ਝڲࣵ

Price ძࣟ: "2.95 million  ���ຒᅩᖓ
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Architect ۺዾ: Barton Myers  
Built ۺα :ͫ 1974
Size ᅢ4,693 :ࠍ sqft  ̡ ʿߜʯ

Bedrooms ָ ං: 3 ං
Wow factor ሒᒨ: Considered one of the 
most important examples of twentieth 
century North American architecture, The 
Wolf House utilizes o!-the-shelf industrial 
materials in an elegant new way. 
Пྎီ20˖ۺ˵ዾވؿ߬ࠇιగɾ
ȹcஉ߮ኞٽੀଊιؿɮพॖҥ༜͂ۺכዾʿࠍc
Ԏ˘˞ȹိྩณϤඏʿβஉ߮Ϥιe

www.thewolfhouse.ca

WOLF HOUSE, 
TORONTO
Roxborough Drive, Rosedale ˱ Λ࠷ɣΛࢬ

Price ძࣟ: CDN$5.95 million  ���ຒ˱ʏ

the true pleasure of design seeps into the every day. 
Hagelin says, “Without any doubt, most people buying a 
modern design-led home do it for they own enjoyment. 
They are not speculators but lifestyle buyers, who value 
good design.” However, for investors with a keen eye  
for design and a subscription to Elle Deco, he adds,  
“There is definitively a correlation between price and 
wow factor. Buyers are looking for something truly 
unique and different and they are prepared to pay for that 
special property.”

Contemporary house designs allow both the architect 
and the homeowner to make a very definite statement 
about how modern living is being shaped. Describing the 
word “modern” in the context of house designs could be 
summed up as a “statement of living”. 

BARTON MYERS 
American architect 

Barton Myers’ work 

often explored the 

use of ready made 

industrial products 

that could be readily 

assembled on site. His 

signature aesthetic 

has been in factory 

produced steel and 

glass structures 

that continue to 

be recognised by 

architectural peers for 

their innovation.
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MARCIO KOGAN
Marcio Kogan 

practised as a film 

director before turning 

to architecture and 

founding StudioMK27 

in the 1980s. Now 

considered one 

of Brazil’s most 

acclaimed architects 

the São Paulo native 

is heavily influenced 

by Oscar Niemeyer’s 

modernism which 

he combines with 

a filmmaker’s flair 

for detail and the 

dramatic.
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Architect ۺዾ: Marcio Kogan  
Built ۺα :ͫ 2011
Size ᅢ11,205 :ࠍ sqft  ̡ ʿߜʯ

Bedrooms ָ ං: 5 ං
Wow factor ሒᒨ: Situated on Ilhabela, Por-
tuguese for “beautiful Island” this minimal-
ist villa is nestled in a clearing of a tropical 
forest. An excellent example of Kagan’s 
Brazilian minimalist style, upstairs bamboo 
panels open up to reveal ocean views while 
downstairs, a large outdoor living room 
expands onto an infinity pool, meditation 
garden and views out to the ocean. 
ۺዾֺؿΕϽສIlhabelaΕໍഩˑؿ෮ܰ܆�
ᗫɩ§� c̈ێӶรᓯ༏ᇃc܌Ρၤ՚ሯؿᆅᒮ
eۂАࣟࠓʱϹᓯؿێዾۺȹcܰݯጪ׳
ᅢɐС͂ԎખؿϜײА̔ݯᏳcੀ̔ࣵؿࠍౡढ़Ƀ�
഼யcᅢɎؿɣ۪ێᜨڬ˿֡۩̔ؿಲᖾ؈ϑd
ౡeࣵؿ٦්cᅚԔτȹᙴಲፘ࠻

www.christiesrealestate.com

RUA RIACHUELO, 
BRAZIL
Ilhabela island, São Paulo ɦ Ϲັړᖓ

Price ძࣟ: US$4.5 million  ���ຒʏ
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FEATURE   homes with the wow factor  ˥Ɂ᜔ؿଊˤϾΩ


